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About ACCAN  

The Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (ACCAN) is the peak body that 

represents all consumers on communications issues including telecommunications, 

broadband and emerging new services. ACCAN provides a strong unified voice to industry 

and government as consumers work towards availability, accessibility and affordability of 

communications services for all Australians.  

 

Consumers need ACCAN to promote better consumer protection outcomes ensuring speedy 

responses to complaints and issues. ACCAN aims to empower consumers so that they are 

well informed and can make good choices about products and services. As a peak body, 

ACCAN will activate its broad and diverse membership base to campaign to get a better deal 

for all communications consumers.  
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Executive Summary   
 

Many apps improve our life – we can get directions in a strange city, play scrabble with 

friends on another continent or access app-exclusive content for our favourite magazine. 

Still, consumers need better information about all apps at the point-of-sale.  

 

App stores and app designers need to provide information to consumers in ways that are 

easy to understand. The App Trust Project has developed an excellent visual tool that 

conveys essential information about an app. Visual tools and plain language better suit the 

way people look for important information and should be used to describe app features in all 

stores. Apps stores can take greater steps to protect parents and children by developing 

rating systems which take into account whether gaming apps include and encourage in-app 

purchases.   

 

A limited number of apps are causing problems for consumers. Freemium style gaming apps 

are free to download but encourage or even require in-app purchases to play. Australia has 

strong, effective consumer protections and these must be applied to the apps market. As a 

starting point, ACCAN recommends that apps which claim to be free-to-play but require 

significant in-app purchases be examined under the Australian Consumer Law.   

 

The app market has the potential to cause significant confusion for consumers due to the 

complex supply chain.1 This complex supply chain leads to complex complaints 

mechanisms. When faced with a problem app, consumers can be discouraged from 

pursuing a complaint as app stores pass problems on to app developers in far flung 

countries. App stores need to offer consumers a simple way to make complaints. App stores 

and External Dispute Resolution bodies need to provide clear information to consumers 

about how and where to escalate complaints. App stores also need to be examined to see if 

current practices (such as failing to offer a simple refund process) comply with the Australian 

Consumer Law.  

 

As a final and essential recommendation, ACCAN encourages the Treasury to commission 

independent research into consumer detriment with in-app purchases. As there is no single 

source of complaints for apps, we have little data about the overall level of consumer 

detriment. At the moment, the best information is deduced from case studies and examples. 

A quantitative study into consumer use and experience of in-app purchases would help 

pinpoint specific ways to protect consumers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 

ACMA (2011) Emerging business models in the digital economy – the mobile applications market Occasional 
paper last accessed 29 January 2013 
http://www.acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib310665/emerging_business_models.pdf   

http://www.acma.gov.au/webwr/_assets/main/lib310665/emerging_business_models.pdf
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1.  Point-of-sale information 

1.1 Information in app stores 
ACCAN examined popular app stores as they present on web browsers, tablets and 

smartphones to assess whether consumers, particularly parents, had adequate information 

prior to purchase. Stores provide some information about apps with screenshots of 

gameplay, reviews, and rating features. But it can still be difficult to answer basic questions 

before purchase such as: 

 Does this app connect to the web and how much data will it use for key tasks?  

 Does this app include in-app purchases?  

 What personal information will this app have access to and will it be shared with any 

other parties? 

 Does this app include ads?  

 Does this app link to social networking sites or have chat features?  

It can be difficult, for example, for a parent to know if an app includes a chat feature which 

would allow their children to talk to strangers. Hanging With Friends is a hangman-style 

game that can be played with friends or strangers.2 Randomly matched players can also 

communicate in a chat feature alongside the game. It is important that parents know about 

these features in order to assess if an app is appropriate for their child.  

The App Trust Project has developed a simple icon that allows developers to demonstrate at 

a glance what features are included in any app. This free-to-use tool was designed to 

highlight important privacy and age-relevant information about apps. It gives consumers 

simple information about any ads, social elements, location-based services, web access and 

in-app purchases an app may include.  

  

Image one: an example of the App Trust Project/Privacy Watch icon for apps, trust marks 

can be created for free at http://apptrustproject.com/  

The current practice of describing app privacy and in-app purchase policies with large 

chunks of legal text is not the best way to communicate with consumers. Consumer 

decision-making is a complex process with certain factors increasing the chance consumers 

will make less optimal decisions.3 To counteract this, app stores should communicate 

                                                           
2
Hanging with Friends, Google Play store, last accessed 12

th
 February 2013 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zynga.hanging&feature=search_result#?t=W251bGwsMSwxL
DEsImNvbS56eW5nYS5oYW5naW5nIl0   
3
 Deakin University and Australian Communications Consumer Action Network (2011), Seeking Straight 

Answers: Consumer Decision-Making in Telecommunications. ACCAN: Sydney p 13.  

http://apptrustproject.com/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zynga.hanging&feature=search_result#?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEsImNvbS56eW5nYS5oYW5naW5nIl0
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.zynga.hanging&feature=search_result#?t=W251bGwsMSwxLDEsImNvbS56eW5nYS5oYW5naW5nIl0
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essential information about apps in the simplest form possible, using symbols and plain 

language.  

Consumers also need clear information about how apps use data, particularly as data use 

on smart devices is closely connected to unexpectedly high bills. 83% of complaints about 

disputed internet charges received by the Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman in 

2011-12 were for mobile phone products.4 It can be really difficult for consumers to 

determine how much data they use in any session. They can calculate how many messages 

they send or how many minutes of calls they make but it is much harder to get a sense of 

how much data is used when an app is opened. How much data an app will use depends on 

a number of variables: if the data is downloaded via wi-fi or 3G, the settings on the phone 

and the features of the app. Spend management tools provided by telecommunications 

providers are essential for consumers who need to better understand data usage, but app 

providers and stores can also play their part in educating consumers. Appropriate placed 

explanations of data use and warnings about large downloads should be used to help 

consumers manage their spend on smart devices.  

Recommendations one and two: 

 All app stores should allow app developers to display the App Trust Project 
icon or similar images consistently through their stores so that essential 
information is communicated with symbols and plain language. 

 App stores and providers should provide clear information in app descriptions 
about how apps use data after download, warning consumers about any 
situations where they could use large amounts of data.  

 

1.2 Freemium: when a free game isn’t free 
Freemium gaming apps are advertised as free to play but gameplay is structured in such a 

way that purchases are heavily encouraged or, in some cases, mandatory to progress 

through the game. Consumers need accurate information about all products and rightfully 

expect that free games will be free.  

Are games free if purchases are essential to gameplay?  

In-app purchases can offer value and enhance game play for informed consumers. The Fruit 

Ninja game, one of the case studies presented in Appendix One, allows players to make in-

app purchases to acquire power-ups. Power-ups are not essential to game play – players do 

not need to spend money to progress through the game. The free version of the Fruit Ninja 

is certainly free-to-play. 

Compare this to the Paradise Cove game, described in Appendix One. This game is free to 

download and claims that players can “Play for free, yes FREE forever.”5 In order to 

complete tasks and then level-up in the game, a player must spend rubies, coins or pearls 

(all available for purchase with real Australian dollars) to achieve tasks. These in-app 

currencies are earned extremely slowly but tasks are “priced” in such a way that many can 

                                                           
4
 TIO, (2012), “2011-2012 Annual Report, trends overview, last accessed 22

nd
 February 2013 

http://annualreport.tio.com.au/statistics/trends-overview  
5
 Paradise Cove, Apple iTunes App Store, last accessed 12

th
 February 2013 https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/tap-

paradise-cove/id488845680?mt=8  

http://annualreport.tio.com.au/statistics/trends-overview
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/tap-paradise-cove/id488845680?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/tap-paradise-cove/id488845680?mt=8
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only realistically be completed by making an in-app purchase. Players need to make in-app 

purchases in order to progress through the game at a reasonable rate. 

Other games have received media attention for constructing games in such a way that in-

app purchases are necessary. The best example of this is the My Little Pony: Friendship is 

Magic game produced by Gameloft. Different pony characters are made available as the 

player progresses through the game, ponies must be purchased using “gems”. Gems are 

earned very slowly in the game, with players receiving one gem for every three or four levels 

they proceed through. Players can also purchase gems through the app. One pony is made 

available to players at level 19 and costs 90 gems; players cannot proceed to the next level 

without purchasing this pony. At this point, the My Little Pony game requires an in-app 

purchase for a player to continue with the game as 90 gems cannot be earned through 

ordinary game play by that stage of the game.6  

Are games free if a player cannot play continually (i.e. they have to pay or wait)? 

Some freemium games use a “pay or wait” method to encourage in-app purchases. For 

example, in Paradise Cove players complete tasks by requesting an action like exploring 

new land or building a house. To complete the task a player must either wait, sometimes up 

to twenty-four hours, or spend rubies (available for real-world dollars) to complete the task 

immediately and progress through the game. Players cannot “play free forever” as claimed in 

the Paradise Cove app description. They can play for a few minutes then have to wait for up 

to twenty-four hours for tasks to complete. This issue has been raised by players across 

gaming platforms as a problem.7 

Potential for ACL to address misleading claims 

Freemium games present as free but pressure consumers to make in-app purchases. At 

present, consumers looking to purchase an app without in-app purchase options or to play a 

genuinely free game could be misled by the way these games are described at the point-of-

sale.  

Recommendation three: 

 The ACCC investigates advertising and point-of-sale claims made by free-to-

purchase apps to determine if they are misleading and deceptive under 

Australian Consumer Law (ACL). 

1.3 Children and games with aggressive in-app purchase 
strategies 

Some free-to-purchase apps aggressively encourage in-app purchases, constantly 

prompting the player to spend money. This is an issue when apps are designed for children. 

The SpongeBob Diner Dash game, explained in Appendix Two, is sold through the iTunes 

App Store under the kid’s game category. The game is rated as appropriate for children 

                                                           
6
 Starr, Michelle (2012), “Gameloft, My Little Pony and rampant greed”, CNET Australia, last accessed 12

th
 

February 2013 http://www.cnet.com.au/gameloft-my-little-pony-and-rampant-greed-339342493.htm  
7
 Eisenbeis, Richard (2012), “The Vita’s Samurai and Dragons is free-to-play (…for about an hour a day), 

Kotaku¸last accessed 12
th

 February 2013 http://kotaku.com/5928481/the-vitas-samurai-and-dragons-is-
free+to+play-for-about-an-hour-a-day  

http://www.cnet.com.au/gameloft-my-little-pony-and-rampant-greed-339342493.htm
http://kotaku.com/5928481/the-vitas-samurai-and-dragons-is-free+to+play-for-about-an-hour-a-day
http://kotaku.com/5928481/the-vitas-samurai-and-dragons-is-free+to+play-for-about-an-hour-a-day
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ages four and up.8 The app includes in-app purchases but these are not completely 

essential to progress through the game. However, the game frequently prompts players to 

make in-app purchases, with an option of making purchases up to $51.99. Games which 

constantly prompt players to make purchases should come with both high-level warnings 

that games include in-app purchases and appropriate age-ratings.  

Recommendation four: 

 App stores develop clear, publicly-available, age-appropriate rating systems 
which include consideration of in-app purchases and any encouragements to 
spend money.  

 

2. Default in-app purchase settings 
Smart-device Operating Systems now include tools to allow users to restrict or prevent all in-

app purchases. The process for restricting in-app purchases on the four primary operating 

systems is detailed in Appendix Two. The ability to restrict in-app purchases is a useful tool 

for people who are aware of the settings. The best way to protect consumers new to apps or 

smart-devices is to make sure default settings are set to prevent rather than encourage 

multiple purchases.  

Lax default settings have led to consumers (or their children) spending hundreds or 

thousands of dollars more than they intended on in-app purchases. The Apple operating 

system on iPhones (iOS) initially required a password for an in-app purchase, allowing 

unlimited purchases for a 15-minute window. In 2011, after much public pressure,9 Apple 

eliminated the default 15-minute window with the iOS 4.3 update, requiring a password for 

every purchase as the default setting but allowing consumers to adjust this window.10 

However, in the iOS6 update released in 2013 the 15-minute window was reset as a 

default.11 Parents now need to be aware of this default setting and manually change it to 

prevent their children making multiple in-app purchases when only one was intended. This 

example highlights how difficult it can be for parents to supervise children on constantly 

evolving technology that they may be unfamiliar with. At a minimum, default settings on 

operating systems should require a password for all app and in-app purchases. 

Recommendation five: 

 CCAAC, the Federal Government, industry and consumer representatives 
should work together to set minimum standards for smart-device settings, 
focusing on default settings that will protect consumers. 

 

 

                                                           
8
 SpongeBob Diner Dash Apple iTunes App Store, last accessed 13

th
 February 2013  

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/spongebob-diner-dash/id333578095?mt=8  
9
 Foresman, Chris (2011), “Apple facing class action lawsuit over kids in-app purchases”, ARS Technica, last 

accessed 12
th

 February 2013 http://arstechnica.com/apple/2011/04/apple-facing-class-action-lawsuit-over-kids-
in-app-purchases/   
10

 Lee, Cody (2011), “iOS 4.3 protects against accidental in-app purchases”, iDownload Blog, last accessed 12
th

 
February 2013 http://www.idownloadblog.com/2011/03/11/ios-4-3-protects-against-accidental-inapp-purchases/  
11

 Le Febvre, Rob (2012) “Re-Enable password check in iOS6 to avoid nasty in-app purchase surprises”, Cult of 
Mac, last accessed 12

th
 February 2013 http://www.cultofmac.com/201559/re-enable-password-check-in-ios-6-to-

avoid-nasty-in-app-purchase-surprises-ios-tips/  

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/spongebob-diner-dash/id333578095?mt=8
http://arstechnica.com/apple/2011/04/apple-facing-class-action-lawsuit-over-kids-in-app-purchases/
http://arstechnica.com/apple/2011/04/apple-facing-class-action-lawsuit-over-kids-in-app-purchases/
http://www.idownloadblog.com/2011/03/11/ios-4-3-protects-against-accidental-inapp-purchases/
http://www.cultofmac.com/201559/re-enable-password-check-in-ios-6-to-avoid-nasty-in-app-purchase-surprises-ios-tips/
http://www.cultofmac.com/201559/re-enable-password-check-in-ios-6-to-avoid-nasty-in-app-purchase-surprises-ios-tips/
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3. Making a complaint about an in-app purchase  
The nature of app purchases and in-app purchases may discourage consumers from lodging 

complaints. While media attention has been directed to cases where consumers have spent 

hundreds or thousands of dollars on in-app purchases, many purchases are likely to be 

relatively small. It may be easier for consumers to delete problem apps rather than lodge a 

complaint over a few dollars. People are more likely to complain if they perceive the 

complaints process to be easy and worth their time. Generally, as few as one in twenty 

consumers lodge complaints because they believe complaining will not be effective or they 

do not want to engage in what they perceive to be a difficult process. 12   

3.1 Complexity of complaints processes 
The multi-party supply chain for apps creates a confusing system for consumers looking to 

make a complaint.13 All app stores need to improve their complaints processes to create a 

simple, one-step process for consumers to lodge a complaint with the store where they 

made the purchase (information about specific complaints processes is outlined in Appendix 

Two). 

The Google Play, Blackberry and Windows app stores tell consumers to lodge app refund 

requests with the app provider (see Appendix Two). As app providers can be located in any 

country and may not provide clear contact details, it can be incredibly confusing for a 

consumer to know how to lodge a refund request with a provider. However, the Google Play, 

Blackberry and Windows app stores operate as local Australian stores. For example, the 

Windows app store directs Australian customers to a unique Australian website: 

http://www.windowsphone.com/en-au/store. Under Australian Consumer Law, stores must 

provide remedy for a problem arising with a purchase made through their store.14 Google 

Play, Blackberry and Windows should change their practice and accept complaints directly 

from consumers about apps.  

With Android and some other operating systems, consumers are able to download apps 

from stores other than the official store (e.g. Google Play) or direct from a provider. In cases 

where stores or providers are not based in Australia, it is less clear how Australian 

Consumer Law protections can be enforced when they apply.  

Consumers using Apple products can only purchase apps through the iTunes store, and 

must lodge complaints through their iTunes account. In this case all app purchases made by 

Australian consumers have to be made through the iTunes Australia store. However, the 

complaints process is not easy and, in the past, complaints seem to have been discouraged 

by Apple. This raises questions as to whether the Australian Apple iTunes store is complying 

with the Australian Consumer Law.  

One consumer reported to ACCAN that although he was eventually provided with a refund 

for a faulty purchase, Apple initially informed him that it does not provide refunds at all. After 

making a request for a refund through the iTunes store, the consumer received an 

automated email that stated: 

                                                           
12

 Chebat, Jean-Charles, Moshe Davidow and Isabelle Codjovi, (2005) “Silent Voices: Why Some Dissatisfied 
Consumers Fail to Complain”. Journal of Service Research, 7, p 328. 
13

ACMA (2011) Emerging business models in the digital economy p 1.  
14

“Australian Consumer Law: Your Shopping Rights in Australia Last accessed 22
nd

 February 2013 
http://www.consumerlaw.gov.au/content/fact_sheets/_downloads/consumer_shopping_20120111.PDF  

http://www.windowsphone.com/en-au/store
http://www.consumerlaw.gov.au/content/fact_sheets/_downloads/consumer_shopping_20120111.PDF
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“Your request for a refund for [DETAILS RETRACTED] was carefully considered; however, 

according to the iTunes Store Terms of Sale, all purchases made on the iTunes Store are 

ineligible for refund. This policy matches Apple's refund policies and provides protection for 

copyrighted materials. You can review the iTunes Store Terms of Sale for more information: 

http://www.apple.com/legal/itunes/au/terms.html#SALES”15 

Recommendations six and seven: 

 All app stores should accept and resolve complaints about apps purchased 
through their Australian store. 

 Apple and all other organisations which sell apps through an Australian store 
should be assessed by the ACCC to determine if their sales and refund 
practices comply with the Australian Consumer Law.  

 

3.2 External Dispute Resolution Options 
If a consumer is unable to resolve a complaint directly with an app provider or Apple, it is 

possible to escalate some complaints to an external dispute resolutions (EDR) body. The 

EDR body a consumer should complain to is dependent on the billing method purchase, 

creating a confusing system with no single, clear complaints process. A consumer could 

escalate a complaint to:  

1. Fair Trading Departments if they have tried to negotiate a refund or remedy but 

have been unsuccessful. 

2. The Financial Ombudsman Service if an app was purchased using a credit/debit 

card and the consumer has attempted to get redress from their financial institution.16 

3. The Telecommunications Industry Ombudsman (TIO) if an in-app purchase was 

made via a Telstra account through the Android system.17  Telstra will also accept 

complaints about app purchases if consumers have contacted the app developer and 

cannot reach a resolution.18  

Looking at international trends, it’s likely that other Carriage Service Providers will soon offer 

systems for consumers to pay for app or in-app purchases using mobile billing or pre-paid 

credit, possibly directing more complaints to the TIO.19 

The complaints process for in-app purchases is unclear for consumers at all stages, from the 

initial purchase to possible EDR options. Ideally, consumers should be provided with clear 

                                                           
15

 This email was provided to ACCAN on the condition that personal details remain confidential, the email was 
received in December 2011.  
16

 Financial Ombudsman Service, “How to lodge a dispute”, last accessed 12
th

 February 2013 
http://www.fos.org.au/centric/home_page/resolving_disputes/how_to_lodge_a_dispute.jsp  
17

 Telstra, “New Google Play Payment Option”, last accessed 12
th

 February 2013 
http://www.telstra.com.au/latest-offers/google-play/index.htm  
18

 Telstra states that “If the app developer refutes your request, you can contact Telstra directly by calling the 
customer care number on your Telstra bill and we will discuss options to refund your money however you must 
first contact the developer and provide proof they have rejected the claim.” See Telstra, “Troubleshooting – the 
App Developer rejected my request?” last accessed 12

th
 February 2013 

https://help.telstra.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/21717#4  
19

 Browning, Jonathan (2011), “Vodafone to extend Google Android billing in app fight-back”, Bloomberg, last 
accessed 12

th
 February 2013 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-08-23/vodafone-to-extend-google-android-

billing-deal-in-app-fight-back.html  

http://www.apple.com/legal/itunes/au/terms.html
http://www.fos.org.au/centric/home_page/resolving_disputes/how_to_lodge_a_dispute.jsp
http://www.telstra.com.au/latest-offers/google-play/index.htm
https://help.telstra.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/21717#4
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-08-23/vodafone-to-extend-google-android-billing-deal-in-app-fight-back.html
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2011-08-23/vodafone-to-extend-google-android-billing-deal-in-app-fight-back.html
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information at the point-of-sale about how to lodge a complaint and which body to escalate a 

complaint to. App stores and EDR organisations should work together to provide clear 

advice to consumers about the complaints process 

Recommendations five and six: 

 EDR bodies that are currently able to receive complaints about app and in-app 

purchases should develop clear guidelines for consumers about where and 

how to lodge a complaint.  

 App stores should provide information about the complaints process and EDR 

options at the point-of-sale. 

3.3 Research required to establish consumer detriment 

With no central complaints body able to collect information, there is no single source able to 

provide data on how many Australian consumers experience problems with in-app 

purchases. There is a growing need to commission independent, quantitative data on 

consumer issues with app purchases to determine the extent of detriment. Any organisation 

receiving complaints about apps or in-app purchases should also regularly publish publicly-

available data about the number of complaints received, the issues arising, and the 

timeframe for resolutions provided.  

Recommendation seven: 

 Treasury commission an independent, quantitative research report into the 

consumer experience of app and in-app purchases. Research should focus on 

how many consumers use apps, how many have encountered difficulty with 

purchases, the refunds process and the particular experience of parents and 

children. 

 App stores and, where applicable, app developers based in Australia that are 

public companies, should regularly publish publicly-available data about the 

number of complaints received, the issues arising, and the timeframe for 

resolutions provided. 
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Appendices   
 

Appendix One: In-app case studies  

Fruit Ninja by HalfBrick 

Fruit Ninja requires users to “swipe your finger across the screen to deliciously slash and 

splatter fruit like a true ninja warrior.”20 The game is available as a paid (premium) app or a 

free app with ads.  

Players can use “starfruit” to purchase additional features like backgrounds or “power-ups.” 

These features enhance gameplay but are not required to play or proceed through levels. 

Starfruit is easily earned through gameplay. For example, a typical one-minute game 

awarded 51 starfruit. Starfruit can also be purchased with real currency. The maximum 

purchase is 150,000 starfruit for $25.99. At no point are players prompted to make in-app 

purchases and it is possible for players to earn enough starfruit through gameplay to 

purchase in-app features. Fruit Ninja also allows players to purchase physical items like 

plush toys or phone cases through the app, these can only be purchased with real currency.  

 

 

 

 

                                                           
20

 Fruit Ninja at the iTunes App store https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/fruit-ninja/id362949845?mt=8 All details 
correct as at 12

th
 February 2013 

Images L to R: Fruit Ninja starfruit purchase packs; an example of an in-app purchase; an example 

of a real-world purchase.  

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/fruit-ninja/id362949845?mt=8
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Paradise Cove by PocketGems 

Paradise Cove allows players to build a village on a remote island. Players are given tasks 

to complete in developing their town – from purchasing new buildings to exploring land to 

battling pirates.21 This app is promoted as free to play but offers a number of in-app 

purchases; it was listed as one of the top-20 grossing apps in the iTunes App Store on the 

week beginning 21st January 2013.  

The game aggressively encourages players to spend real money on in-app features. 

There are three in-app currencies used in the game - rubies, coins and pearls. Each 

currency is only able to be used to obtain certain items. If a player does not have enough 

currency to complete a task they are prompted to buy more. 

These in-app currencies are earned very slowly in the game.  For example, at each level 

up a player is awarded one ruby. However, the player is asked to obtain items worth dozens 

or hundreds of rubies in order to complete tasks required to progress through the game.   

Tasks are completed through players requesting an action. 

To complete the task a player must either wait or use in-

app currency (available for real-world dollars). For 

example, exploring a new plot of land to expand your town 

will take four hours or can be completed immediately for 

extra rubies, with half an hour of exploring left ACCAN was 

prompted to spend 78 rubies to complete this task 

immediately.  

The Apple app-store description of Paradise Cove 

places strong emphasis on the game’s “FREE” 

features, even claiming that players can “PLAY FREE 

FOREVER.” Given the pay and wait gaming model used, 

ACCAN questions the validity of this last claim. The app-

store description makes no mention of in-app purchases. A 

purchaser may only realise that this app has paid content if 

they scroll to the very bottom of the description feature 

where a button (mandatory in the iTunes app-store) links to 

a list of the top in-app purchases.  

A final concerning feature of the app, is a mini-game that 

closely resembles a poker-machine. At level six, players 

are encouraged to “talk to the mermaid” who will offer to 

search for treasure for a fee. For ten rubies, the mermaid 

will search “The Golden Palace” for up to 999 rubies. When 

tested, this feature rarely delivered more than a few rubies and often resulted in players 

being worse off.  

The app is rated for ages nine and up because of “infrequent/mild mature/suggestive 

themes” but ACCAN believes the strong pressure to make in-app purchases and 

gambling-like features should lead to a higher age-appropriate rating.   

                                                           
21

 Paradise Cove, Apple iTunes App Store  https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/tap-paradise-
cove/id488845680?mt=8 Details correct as at 12

th
 February 2013 

Image above: A screen shot of the 

Paradise Cove app description on 

the iTunes app store. 

 

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/tap-paradise-cove/id488845680?mt=8
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/tap-paradise-cove/id488845680?mt=8
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Images (L to R, top to bottom): The in-app store showing purchases up to $109.00; a prompt to use in-app currency 

to complete a task immediately; a level-up announcement showing that the player has earned one ruby; a prompt 

to purchase additional in-game currency; a list of merchants a player is required to add to the town to complete 

tasks, many which cost excessive amounts of in-game currency; the “talk to the mermaid” poker-machine mini-

game.  
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SpongeBob Diner Dash by PlayFirst and Nickelodeon 

The SpongeBob Diner Dash game is listed under the kid’s games category in the iTunes 

App Store.22  

Players get the popular children’s character, SpongeBob, to complete tasks in a restaurant. 

As tasks are performed quicker or in certain sequences players earn higher “Tips.” Tips can 

be used to purchase boosts and upgrades, like abilities to make customers wait longer for a 

meal or to make the waiter walk faster. Tips are earned at a moderate rate so players could 

earn enough to eventually trade for boosts and upgrades. Boosts and upgrades are not 

essential to game play.  

However, the game frequently encourages players to make in-app purchases. When 

ACCAN first opened the app the following notification appeared: “Buy bigger bundles of Tips 

and boosts from the store to get more value.” If players do not have enough tips to trade for 

a certain item, they are directed to the in-app store. Players can but Tips in bundles up to 

$51.99 for 72,500 tips.  

The app description contains a generic policy statement warning that the app “allows 

communication with other app users, and/or offers in-app purchases.” This information is not 

presented in a simple, clear manner. ACCAN believes this information should be conveyed 

in a clear, prominent way, especially because the app is aimed at children.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
22

 SpongeBob Diner Dash Apple iTunes App Store https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/spongebob-diner-
dash/id333578095?mt=8All details correct as at 12

th
 February 2013. 

Top L: image of the in-app store with the maximum purchase amount. Top R: A prompt to make an 

in-app purchase. Bottom L and R: Examples of boosts and upgrades.  

https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/spongebob-diner-dash/id333578095?mt=8All
https://itunes.apple.com/au/app/spongebob-diner-dash/id333578095?mt=8All
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Appendix Two: Payment, restriction and refund 
processes 

Payment methods 

Apple Credit/Debit card or an Apple iTunes gift card23 

Android Credit/debit card through Google Wallet, by using Google Play gift cards or, 
if the consumer has a billing relationship with Telstra, through adding 
purchases to the Telstra bill24 

Windows Credit/debit card25 

Blackberry PayPal account or a credit card26 

 
Enabling restrictions 

Apple Parents can either restrict (requiring a password) or disable in-app 
purchases. The process to do this depends on which version of iOS a 
consumer is using.27  

Android Parents can enable restrictions (requiring a password) or download apps 
which will prevent in-app purchases. 

Windows Parents can enable restrictions (requiring a password).28  
Blackberry After a thorough search, no relevant information about restriction was found. 

 
Requesting a refund 

Apple 
To lodge a complaint and obtain a refund users need to sign into their iTunes 
account, click the “Purchase History” button, click the “Report a Problem” 
button and choose the purchase they want to report and choose the reason 
that best describes the problem, provide any relevant additional comments 
and submit the request.29 

Android All refunds are at the discretion of the app developer, users must contact app 
developer for refund. 

Windows No refunds available directly through Windows, users must contact the app 
developer directly. Information is very difficult to find.30  
 

Blackberry No refunds available directly through Blackberry, users must contact the app 
developer directly. Information is very difficult to find.31  

 

 

 

                                                           
23

http://forums.macrumors.com/showthread.php?t=876659 and http://support.apple.com/kb/HT2534  
24

 http://support.google.com/googleplay/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=2845336&topic=2803018&ctx=topic 
25

 http://www.windowsphone.com/en-au/how-to/wp8/apps/get-apps-from-the-store  
26

 http://docs.blackberry.com/en/smartphone_users/deliverables/47218/1177703.jsp  
27

 General instructions to disable settings for apple and android systems can be found in ACCAN’s Hidden Costs 
in Free Apps  tipsheet http://accan.org.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=520:hidden-costs-in-
free-apps&catid=95:general-communications&Itemid=154  
28

 http://www.windowsphone.com/en-US/how-to/wp8/basics/set-up-kids-corner  
29

 http://www.abc.net.au/lateline/content/2012/s3592166.htm 
30

 http://us.blackberry.com/support/BlackBerry_App_World11_Frequently_Asked_Questions.pdf 
31

 http://us.blackberry.com/support/BlackBerry_App_World11_Frequently_Asked_Questions.pdf 

http://forums.macrumors.com/showthread.php?t=876659
http://support.apple.com/kb/HT2534
http://support.google.com/googleplay/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=2845336&topic=2803018&ctx=topic
http://www.windowsphone.com/en-au/how-to/wp8/apps/get-apps-from-the-store
http://docs.blackberry.com/en/smartphone_users/deliverables/47218/1177703.jsp
http://accan.org.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=520:hidden-costs-in-free-apps&catid=95:general-communications&Itemid=154
http://accan.org.au/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=520:hidden-costs-in-free-apps&catid=95:general-communications&Itemid=154
http://www.windowsphone.com/en-US/how-to/wp8/basics/set-up-kids-corner
http://www.abc.net.au/lateline/content/2012/s3592166.htm
http://us.blackberry.com/support/BlackBerry_App_World11_Frequently_Asked_Questions.pdf
http://us.blackberry.com/support/BlackBerry_App_World11_Frequently_Asked_Questions.pdf

